PRESSRELEASE

Josab appoints Jane Jeppsson as new CEO
Spotlight-listed Josab Water Solutions AB appoints Jane Jeppsson as new CEO. With
Shanghai-born Jane Jeppsson, Josab Water Solutions gets a CEO with extensive experience
of doing business in China. She succeeds Henry Koskela, who, after being acting CEO of
Josab, returns to being CFO.

- Jane Jeppsson has extensive experience of doing business in the Chinese market.
Her business and cultural expertise is exactly what Josab needs when the acquisition
of Clear Industry causes our sales in China to increase dramatically, says Peter Fredell,
Chairman of the Board of Josab Water Solutions, and continues:
- With her extensive experience from doing business in China, good conditions are
also created for increasing sales significantly of Josab's solutions for water
purification.
Jane Jeppsson comes from Shanghai and has lived and worked in Sweden for 13
years. Jane worked as a lawyer during the first part of her career. Since then, she has
been the CEO of several companies for the past 20 years. She has extensive
experience in marketing and selling Scandinavian goods and services in China.
- I see significant opportunities to commercialize Josab and Clear Industry in China on
a large scale, says Jane Jeppsson, incoming CEO of Josab Water Solutions.
Jane has solid knowledge in leadership and business development with a focus on
implementing business strategies, relationship building and corporate business. She is
also used to leading change work and integration work in international environments.
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